Outer P-sets is an import part of P-sets theory. It is a new mathematical method adopted for study on 
Introduction
In national defense, military, aviation, intelligence and many other areas, important and sensible information like words, images and videos has to be enciphered and disguised during storage and transmission. After the original information is disguised, the disguised information can be transmitted through public media to confuse the eavesdroppers. Meanwhile, barrier is set for eavesdropper to recover the original information so as to ensure the information security to the maximum extent. Therefore, scholars both at home and abroad have conducted large amount of research on information disguise algorithm or technology. Some representative algorithms and their brief introduction are as follows: 1. parameterized LSB secure information steganography against RS statistical analysis [1] , which is one parameterized LSB steganography. It is able to defend RS steganalysis and has better visual quality of secret-carrying image and security compared with traditional LSB algorithm; 2. Disguise camouflage algorithm based on puzzle pieces scrambling and mathematic morphology operation [2] which incorporates Logistic chaotic scrambling map with image FCM color clustering. It can correct effectively the camouflage texture, abandon effectively local image characteristics which are easily recognizable and thus have strong site camouflaging and concealing capacity; 3. Active disguise technology for digital image based on visual perception [3] . This algorithm refers to visual and perception mechanism to eliminate or reduce as much as possible the difference between target and background so that the target objects are not easy to be detected by the investigation of the other party; 4. Information disguise algorithm based on triangular partition for digital images [4] , in this algorithm, grey value of the pixels is used as the ideology of non-uniform partition for image area, the least square method is applied for data fitting and new disguise algorithm is created . Due to the complexity of communication environment, or the data sent from terminal A may be subject to malicious copy, paste, deletion and other attack, it is not allowed to send directly the real image data X . The content of X has to be disguised to generate the information image of F X , [7] [8] [9] to improve the finite normal set X and the concept of P-sets (packet sets) was proposed, where outer P-sets is an important part of P-sets providing a new teaching method for study on the information system with outer-dynamic property similar to the above application examples [10] [11] [12] [13] . Based on the outer P-sets theroy, some concepts including F -warning information image, F -disguise particle size, information circle, and information image single dependence and so on are given in this paper. The theorems including the theorem of generation about Fwarning information image, embedded circle of F -warning information image, the theorem of embedded disguise about information image, the first recovery theorem of information image, the second recovery theorem of information image are given .the theorem of identification criterion is given. Meanwhile, the application example of these theories is presented.
To ensure the completeness of this discussion, the structure of outer P-sets and dynamic property are introduced in section 1 of this paper as the preparation for this paper. 
Structure and Dynamic Property of Outer P-Sets
is the attribute set of X , and F X is called the outer P-sets generated by X (outer packet sets F X ). That is to say, F X is the outer P-sets, and
X  is the supplementary set of F -element of X , and
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If the attribute set
Among which:
The concept of inner P-sets F X is similar to outer P-sets, whose concept will not be explained; the set pair formed by inner P-sets F X and outer P-sets F X are called P-sets generated by normal set X ( Packet sets，P=Packet), simply called P-sets, and
Normal set X is named as the ground set of ( , )
What is worth mentioning here is that [14- 
Formula (6) shows that: when P-sets lose the dynamic property, P-set is recovered to finite normal set X . 
F -Warning Information Image Generation and Information Circle Theorem
has attribute set F  , and meets Here: card=cardinal number [17] . When (1)(3)(8)(9): the relation between attribute set
xx NI (13) Here:
UNI =unidentification [18] In fact, Proof it can be known that the attribute set (14) is obtained based on the characteristics of P-sets.
Theorem 3 (
F -warning information image embedded circle theorem) the necessary and sufficient condition for () F x being one F -warning information image is that the information circle  generated by () x is the embedded circle of information *  generated by Proof set  = card(( )) / card(( )) xx to be the disguise particle of () x .the relationship between  and F  in formula (11) (23) Proof the theorem 9 can be obtained directly from the definition 3.4, so the proof is omitted.
From theorem 6-9, we can get: Identification criteria for warning information image disguise F -warning image information () F x is generated by normal information image () x , the disguise particle size
x is the acceptalbe disguise information of image () x . Among which: is the given threshold of disguise particle size and 1  .
Construction and Experiment Analysis of Information Disguise Algorithm
Based on the definitions, theorems and inferences related to information disguise of outer P -sets introduced above, in combination with current mature algorithm, one set of dynamic information disguise algorithm with outer P -sets characteristics can be built. is built corresponding to matrix elements. Threshold of disguise particle and number of disguise iteration are also initialized (the number can be set as per needs, usually no more than three times). (24) of the identification criteria to judge the whether the disguise information is acceptable. If unacceptable, execute periodically the step 2. Note: the increase or decrease of attribute set in this step can be used as the cipher key for disguise-recovery.
(3)Recovery of F  information disguise or F  information disguise. This step is the inverse operation of step 2. Use image matching algorithm (SIFT feature image matching algorithm is used in this paper)to compare the original image with the recovered image. If the difference is within the allowable range, then determine the dynamic information disguise algorithm based on outer P -sets characteristics. Otherwise go to step 2 and adjust continuously the variation range of elements in attribute set A . the main design ideology of disguise algorithm presented in this paper is to destroy the disguise object itself and then repair the disguise object, which is different essentially from normal information hiding algorithm, so if the disguised information is not destroyed during storage or transmission, the information recovered by the disguise algorithm in this paper has small information noise, which can be represented in the application section. Following is the experimental comparison analysis between the algorithm of this paper with those in literature [4] and literature [6] from the aspects of execution time and space necessary for disguised object. The experiment tool and environment is MATLAB7.0. in order to make the comparison results more real and effective, 10 different images are selected randomly to be used as the experiment objects. One fixed image is selected as the target image necessary for algorithms in literature of [4] and literature [6] (the number of image byte is 560). The execution time and byte size of disguised object in the experiment with three algorithms above are shown in table 1. The direct representation of experiment results are shown in figure 3 . [4] algorithm in the paper [6] original images algorithm in the paper algorithm in the paper [4] algorithm in the paper [6] 
Figure 3. Comparison of Experiment Result of Algorithm Execution Time and Comparison of Experiment Result of Byte Number of Disguised Information
The algorithm in this paper is better than others in execution time and space. This is because the attribute change used in the algorithm of this paper to modify the image content has a time complexity of 2 n magnitude. The time complexity of SIFT feature image matching algorithm also has the magnitude of 2 n , so the total time complexity of the algorithm is 2 () o n n  , which is one to two magnitude fewer than the other two algorithms;
from the perspective of number of disguise information bytes, the F  disguise information method used in this algorithm to disguise image deletes directly the image matrix elements which do not comply with attribute sets from A to A  . The number of disguised information bytes is reduced and the content transmittable changes dynamically. While in the other two algorithms, the images to be disguised are embedded in other images and the number of disguised information byte is increased obviously, having higher requirements for target image and the transmission content is relatively fixed target object embedded into the hidden image. Meanwhile, the information hidden is quite limited. Therefore, F  disguise algorithm presented in this paper enjoys obvious advantages in rapid transmission of sea typhoon warning information. However, since algorithm disguise operation is executed directly on the same object, the safety to fight aging attack is week. Of course to improve the anti-attack performance of the disguise information, F  information disguise algorithm can be used. However, the number of bytes of disguise information will be greatly increased. Which type of disguise algorithm will be used depends on actual application.
Application Example Analysis
The application example in this section comes from sea typhoon warning and rescue system in Ningde, Fujian province. Before typhoon arrives in summer, the system needs to send typhoon warning information image to terminal users of fishing boats, which has higher requirements for transmission speed and security. Thus the information has to be disguised. For the convenience of discussion and vivid representation of theory application, matlab is used to convert the typhoon warning images in the system to matrix data of unsigned integer. . The attribute parameter set here can be obtained through data law analysis. Based on the principle of outer P -set, definition 3.3 and proposition 2, add which is the attribute parameter set of () x , and
will be generated by () x , the attribute set of ( The operation effects of original image, disguised image and recovered image are shown respectively in Figure 4 . As shown in the figures, the disguised image and the original image are quite different with the former smaller than the latter. However, the recovered image is almost the same as the original one and the recovery effect is good, although the color becomes a little darker. , the recovery effect is the best. To sum up, the disguise and recovery theories of F -information image or F information image can be validated effectively in typhoon warning and rescue projects.
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Conclusion
Concepts of
F -embedded disguise information image, F -disguise particle size, information circle, etc. are presented based on the theory of outer P-sets, F -warning information image attribute, information image embedded disguise, first recovery information image and other theorems are given in this paper. The presentation of these definitions and theorems are deigned to solve the problems related to the transmission and safety for important information of words, images and so on. Based on the actual project verification, the outer P-sets and warning information disguise theory and methods presented here are able to better instruct the embedded disguise practice for important information and have better reference significance.
